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Note to the reader : The Hawaiian language includes 

a letter that looks like this : ' It is called an 'okina It 
signifies a stop between two sounds Another Hawaiian 
mark is the kahak? and signifies a long vowel sound 
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Aloha , Paniolo 

When you think about the Hawaiian Islands , you might think of 
beautiful beaches . You might picture pineapples growing in a field or 
volcanoes stretching toward the sky . Perhaps you think of surfers riding 
waves or hula dancers moving in rhythm . You probably don't picture 
cowboys , but you should . Cowboys are an important part of Hawai'i . They 
are as much a part of Hawai'i's culture and history as all the other things 
you imagined . 

Hawaiian cowboys are called paniolo (PAN-ee-oh-
loh

) . Paniolo are a 
lot like the cowboys you have seen in Western movies or on ranches . They 
lasso calves . They herd cattle . They ride horses . They work on ranches . 
However , paniolo have a Hawaiian style all their own . 

In Hawai'i , you might see paniolo on ranches 
with flower leis (LAYZ ) on their hats . You 
might see paniolo riding horses 
with Spanish saddles . They 
may even be wearing chaps 
over their jeans . Paniolo 
are unique cowboys . Their 
history makes up a special 
part of Hawaiian culture . 

A hula dancer performs 
on the beach . 

cattle

leis

chaps
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A paniolo rides on horseback 
at the Aloha Festival's Floral 
Parade in Honolulu . 
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The Gift of Cattle 

Which came first to Hawai'i : the cowboys or the cattle ? (Hint : The right 
answer has four legs. ) 

Cattle are not indigenous to Hawai'i . They were not always there . All 
other mammals came by other means . In fact , there are only two mammals 
that are native to the islands : monk seals and hoary bats . Captain George 
Vancouver was the man who brought cattle to the islands . 

Vancouver was an English ship navigator . He sailed all over the western 
coast of North America . He made several trips to the Hawaiian islands 
from 1791 to 1794 . He sailed over 2 , 000 miles (3 , 219 kilometers ) across the 
Pacific Ocean each time . During one trip , Vancouver landed on the beaches 
of the south side of the Big Island . 

Captain George 
Vancouver 

King Kamehameha I 

indigenous

mammals
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Vancouver brought gifts with him for Hawai'i's king . King 
Kamehameha (KAH-may-hah-

may-hah 
) I. Curious Hawaiians were 

waiting when his ship reached land . Vancouver gave the king four cattle , 
two ewes , and one ram . 

These animals were a sight to the Hawaiians ! They were the largest 
land mammals they had ever seen . Some people were excited . But , most 
people were not happy when the cattle began to eat their crops . 

Monk seals are native to Hawai ' i. During the first few 
months of their lives , they gain a lot of weight . Use the 
expressions to compare the total weight (in pounds ) of 
two monk seals at birth and at 2 months old . 

•Total weight at birth : 25 + 27 
•Total weight at 2 months old : 8 × (25 + 27 ) 
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